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Feminist Alliance Against Rape
Bi-monthly Newsletter

Over 200 groups worldwide are organized against rape. Their political and tactical struggles are of interest to all feminists. Read F.A.A.R. News for:
• news of innovative anti-rape projects being developed by women.
• analysis of issues and problems which face women committed to stopping rape...prisons, reformism, professionalism, funding, rape prevention, etc.

Annual subscription rates:
$5/individuals, rape groups
$10/institutions

P.O. Box 21033
Washington, D.C. 20009

A Literature of Their Own
British Women Novelists from Brontë to Lessing
ELAINE SHOWALTER
As a distinct subculture with its own unifying problems and experiences, English women novelists have always lived in a different "country" from men and have always had a literature of their own. Ranging from 1800 to the present, Showalter describes how this literary tradition has evolved through three historical phases: Feminine, Feminist, and Female.

"Showalter provides excellent discussions of the Brontës, George Eliot, Woolf, and Lessing, but her book's particular merit lies in her treatment of minor novelists. . . . This outstanding contribution to literary history is highly recommended for students of the novel and the general reader interested in women's studies." —Library Journal

$17.50

Order from your bookstore or direct from
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

FRONTIERS
a journal of women studies
bridging the gap between community and university women.

• VOLUME 1, ISSUE 1 dealt with women and economics plus interviews with strikers at Head Ski, a look at Nikki Giovanni by poet Suzanne Juhasz and a film review by science fiction writer Joanna Russ.

• ISSUE 2 featured articles on the politics of reproduction, including Germaine Greer on birth control; also a look at women homesteaders on the Great Plains, a cross-cultural look at machismo and poetry by Marilyn Hacker.

• ISSUE 3 features feminist perspective on psychotherapy, a conversation with Spanish anarchist feminist, interview with feminist film director Sally Barrett-Page and poems by Marilyn Krysl.
Women's Studies Series

71 titles

Recorded Exclusively for our Cassette Curriculum

This interdisciplinary and cross-cultural study of women ranges from literature and history to psychology, anthropology, and law. It is suitable for college courses and programs in the humanities and social sciences as well as the new field of women's studies. Not only are the lecturers published authorities in their fields, some are leaders in policy change for women. This is the beginning of a new series that will extend into science and politics and will offer on-going evaluations of women's past in the light of new findings and their present in this period of great cultural transformation. The editor, ELAINE HOFFMAN BARUCH, is on the faculty of York College of the City University of New York.

Lecturers include: Ellen Moers • Diane Wakoiki • Marge Piercy • Grace Schulman • Leo Kanowitz • Eleanor Zuckerman • H.R. Hays • Daniel Coogan • Sarah Pomeroy • Dorothy Backer • Judith Papachristou • Michael Southwell • Susan Groag Bell • Margaret Mead • Warren Mintz • Paul Zweig • Pauline Bart • Shirley Lindenbaum • Jane Schneider • Helen Hacker • Florence Denmark • Ruby Rohrlich Leavitt • Ellen Mintz • Bernice Rosenthal • Anna Raitiere • Gloria Waldman • Sari Knopp Bicklen • Wendy Martin • Margaret Ranald • Linda Kandel Kuehl • Joan Ferrante • Natalie Shainess • Deborah Fort • Katherine Henderson • Joan Hartman • Barbara Lovenheim • Martha Nochimson • Charles Shapiro • Carol Smith • Katherine Rogers • Barbara Fass • Philip Jason • Elaine Marks • Rose Graubert Ignatow • Marcelle Thiebaux • Pat Exum • Katharine Carson • Constance Ayers Denne • Diane Bornstein • Rivkah Feldman • Evelyn Greenberger • Ruth Vande Kieft • Virginia Terris • Susan Tenenbaum

All lectures run between 30 and 50 minutes. $12.00 each cassette

A FREE SUPERSCOPE PLAYER/RECORDER WITH PURCHASE OF ENTIRE SERIES AT $790.00

SEND FOR BROCHURE LISTING ALL TITLES IN THIS SERIES.

WOMEN
—the sex which raised humankind from the apes.

"How important it is to women today that the myth of the eternal and preordained patriarchy be exploded. And at last we have a good woman anthropologist to do it. A landmark book."—Kate Millett

"An instant classic. . . Reed explores some fascinating concepts: origins of the incest taboo; control of the food supply by primitive women; strange savage combinations of sex and cannibalism; the origins of marriage; and the clash of marriage and matriarchy."—Women's Guide to Books

491 pages, cloth $15.00, paper $4.95

PATHFINDER PRESS, INC.
410 West Street, New York, N.Y. 10014

Professors who order on their campus letterhead may take a 25% discount. Sorry, no complimentary examination copies.

MICROFILM COLLECTIONS OF THE FORMER WOMEN'S HISTORY LIBRARY
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

HERSTORY
WOMEN AND LAW
WOMEN AND HEALTH/MENTAL HEALTH

URGE YOUR LIBRARY TO ORDER THESE RESOURCES!

Contact:
BARBARA BAIISLEY
NORTHEAST MICROGRAPHICS
P.O. BOX 2, BRANFORD, CT 06405

FEMALE ARTISTS PAST & PRESENT ($7), and its 1975 SUPPLEMENT ($4), with a section on Soviet Artists, contributed by Wm. Mandel, author of Soviet Women (Anchor 1975). Order from WOMEN'S HISTORY RESEARCH CENTER, 2325 Oak Street, Berkeley, CA 94708

RADCLIFFE INSTITUTE PUBLICATIONS

Reprints
GRACE K. BARUCH & ROSALIND C. BARNETT
"Implications and Applications of Recent Research on Feminine Development" $1.00

HILDA KAHNE
"Economic Perspectives on the Roles of Women in the American Economy" $2.50

BARBARA SICHERMAN
"The New Scholarship: Review Essay in American Women's History" $1.75

Working Paper
NATALIE C. GOODMAN
WOMEN AND MANAGEMENT $1.50

Prepayment only. Make checks to: RADCLIFFE COLLEGE

Send to: Publications Research Program
RADCLIFFE INSTITUTE
3 JAMES STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138
NOTICE
OF POSITION

Position: Managing Editor / Business Manager of Women's Studies Newsletter.

Job Description: The Women's Studies Newsletter is a quarterly, published for teachers. The position includes responsibility for administering and coordinating all aspects of Newsletter planning and publication: correspondence; scheduling; preparation of copy; working with Newsletter staff, which includes editor, designer/production manager and editorial committee. Person will also deal with subscriptions, advertising, promotion, distribution, preparation of annual budget and the ongoing maintenance of records and accounts. In addition to Newsletter, Managing Editor will have Feminist Press responsibilities.

Qualifications: Administrative ability, knowledge of production, writing/editing, copy editing/proofreading skills, knowledge of women's studies at any educational level.

Salary: $9,000 - $11,000.